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On the research of the patented product: "Device for correction of the musculoskeletal system, the zone 

ofthe sacrum and the skull base" Sacrus " by Koryukalov Yuri Igorevich 

Koryukalov Yu.I. - doctoral candidate of the South Ural State University. Candidate of Biological 

Sciences. Scientific leader of LLC "Y ARA" - a scientific and production enterprise for the development 

ofhigh-tech equipment in the field of regenerative medicine. 

l. In the period from 18.10.2015 to 22.11.2016 at the Sports Science Center of the Institute of Sport,

Tourism and Service of SUSU the researches of the patented product were carried out: "Device for

correcting the musculoskeletal system and unloading the sacrum and skull base" Sacrus '"' (hereinafter -

Device "Sacrus"), Chelyabinsk.

2. The purpose of the study is to evaluate the possibilities of using the above-mentioned product in the

practice of rehabilitation and improvement of the functional state of the spine in persons with different

spinal dysfunctions, sciatica (pinch of the sciatic nerve) and back pain.

The following were used for the research: «Device for correcting the musculoskeletal system, the 

sacrum and the skull base" Sacrus"» in the following versions: device for correction the locomotor 

system "Sacrus Phisio" with the function of slow vibration and relaxing microcurrents - 4 pes; Device 

for correction the musculoskeletal system «Sacrus mag» - with neodymium magnets inside - 5 pes; 

Product Description: 

The device "Sacrus" (hereinafter referred to as the device) is a patented device that eliminates the 

fundamental cause of spinal and body dysfunctions - stress and microspiration of the sacrum and the 

base of the skull. "Sacrus" acts on the basis of a soft, deep autogravitational unloading of the sacrum, 

diaphragm and skull, relaxing the ligaments and muscles, restoring the necessary balance. 

The method of deep autogravitational correction of the body with the Sacrus apparatus removes many 

strains, eliminates blockages of the vertebrae, pelvic bones, including the coccyx and sacrum, relaxes 

the occiput. The device restores the health of the spine, increases the energy of the body, self-regulation 

mechanisms are activated. The device helps to improve the mobility of all the joints of the spinal 

column. The shape of the device considers the anatomy of the sacrum and coccyx, thoracic spine and 

skull. In just a few sessions, Sacrus will effectively solve the correction problems associated with 

dysfunction of the neck and the base of the skull, improve breathing and digestion, relieve the pelvic 

area and relax the joints of the legs. The device is aimed at improving and correcting the functional 

state ofthe spine andjoints, can be used both in sports, health centers, and at home. 












